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a brighter outlook
It’s hardly possible to overstate the importance of home. Having a special place where
you feel safe and comfortable matters and it’s great to have somewhere that you can call
your own. You can put your stamp on it and express your personality.
Wherever your home is, whether it’s in the town or country, whether it’s large or small, a
heritage property or a modern build, we’d like to suggest a new way of living: a home
that’s warm, stylish, energy-efficient and secure. OutLook windows are made, here in
Great Britain, from the best-quality materials and are designed to look good and perform
brilliantly. They’ve been engineered for durability, for strength and for style, and that’s a
winning combination you’ll find very easy to live with. What’s more, OutLook windows
don’t cost the earth: they’re surprisingly good value and they’re planet friendly.

engineered
for durability,
for strength
and for style

We’d like to welcome you to a brighter outlook.
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casement windows

the OutLook range

The familiar outwards-opening style of the casement window has been brought right up
to date with the OutLook range of PVCu frames. With almost any size and shape, and
almost any combination of fixed and opening panes, there’s a window that’s just right for
your home. We’ve a full range of accessories, a choice of frame shapes and a great
selection of handles and locks. If you want sleek and simple, we can do it with a classic
chamfered profile. If you prefer traditional elegance, that’s no problem with our gentle
ovolo-shaped frames.

OutLook windows are the result of decades of experience. Over the years, window
technology has advanced and adapted. Now frames are slimmer, allowing more light
into your home and giving you a clearer view of the world outside. Today’s frames are
better insulated and smart glass technologies keep warmth in your home in winter and
help to keep it cool in the summer.
Wave goodbye to draughts, condensation and cold spots – OutLook frames are built to
withstand the weather, however horrible it gets. Wave goodbye to painting frames and
sticking windows – OutLook frames won’t warp and need almost no maintenance. Wave
goodbye to ugly old frames and say hello to windows designed to truly complement
your home.

SS Outlook: Casement Windows™

Wave
goodbye to
draughts,
condensation
and cold
spots
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tilt & turn windows
These smart windows are both stylish and extremely practical. For secure, draught-free
ventilation they open inwards, tilting into your room. A second turn of the handle and the
window becomes side-hinged and can swing right into the room – perfect for when you
need to clean the exterior glass from the comfort and safety of indoors.
Tilt & Turns are ideal where there is any sort of external access problem or insufficient
space for outwards opening styles. But, with their clean, simple lines and effortless
operation, they make great windows for almost all types of property.

clean,
simple lines
and effortless
operation
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finishing touches
Like everything else in life, with windows the finishing touches can make all the
difference. Your home is special and its windows have to be just right. OutLook’s range
of ancillaries is purpose made to fit and match perfectly. For period homes, we’ve got
Georgian bars, arched-head inserts, and the finishing details of casement horns. And
because every home is a little bit different, we’ve got a selection of cill sizes to suit every
type of property.

a selection
to suit
every type
of property

bays and bows
OutLook is a fantastic choice for bay and bow windows. Not only is the system strong
and durable, but it includes components specially designed for the construction of bays
and bows. Whatever shape or size, OutLook can handle it, and, importantly, its superb
weatherproofing ensures your precious home is sound and protected.

perfectly matched
OutLook can be made to match perfectly with any new front or rear entrance door –
because nobody likes the pick-and-mix look for their home!
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colour

security

There’s nothing wrong with white – it’s classy and smart – but, if we’re being honest, it
doesn’t suit every home. Our stunning foiled finishes, permanently bonded to the frames,
won’t fade, peel or crack and come in a range of colours, from stylish, contemporary
greys to brilliant primaries and soft natural shades. Or, choose a wood-grained
appearance, replicating the beauty of traditional timber. We’ve even got foiled finishes in
white or cream for that painted-wood look.

Gone are the “good old days” of doors on the latch and open windows. Now, sadly,
security is something that no one can afford to ignore. Every OutLook frame has been
designed with your family’s security in mind. From the robust reinforcing of the frame
itself, to the secure internal glazing, from easy to operate multi-point locking, to
night-vents and egress hinges, all features are engineered to protect and to function
through years and years of use. And if you want the added protection of the most
advanced locking systems available, OutLook can accommodate them – no problem.

If you like the idea of a colour outside but aren’t sure whether that would suit your
interiors, we’ve got dual-colour options too. For example, you can choose a striking grey
finish for outdoors and have pristine white inside your home.

Even though we can’t ignore security, we don’t believe in making it difficult!

If you feel like showing your true colours,
why not go for it?

from stylish
greys to brilliant
primaries and
soft natural
shades
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double or triple glazing?
Picking the right type of energy-efficient window for your home is
not simple. Triple glazing sounds like an obvious choice, but, in truth,
good-quality double glazing, with energy-efficient glass can often be
just as effective overall. With triple glazing, the extra pane of glass
does help to insulate, but it also reduces the amount of heat your
home will gain directly from the sun.
Making the right decision depends upon your home’s construction,
its location and other insulating measures. If your home is
exceptionally well insulated, is on an exposed site or has large
expanses of glass, then triple glazing could be your best option. Talk
to us about it. We’ll be happy to advise and help you to make the
smartest choice.

Talk to us.
We’ll be
happy to
advise
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energy-efficiency
Do you dread the energy bill? We can’t make it go away,
but, with energy-efficient OutLook frames, we can make it
less of a worry. All our frames are built using
multi-chambered profiles which insulate and protect your
home from heat loss. Weatherproof seals, which keep
draughts at bay, and highly-efficient glazing combine to
give you a much warmer and cheaper-to-run home.

Absolutely
no compromise
on appearance
or performance

Picture caption comment
sentence Cras dictum.
Maecenas ut turpis. In vitae
er.

These days, windows carry energy ratings, similar to those
found on domestic appliances. The ratings range from
A++, right through to G, but Building Regulations now
insist on a minimum rating of Band C. Higher-rated
windows do cost more to construct, but will perform better
and deliver more savings in the long term. OutLook
windows can be made to achieve any Window Energy
Rating from Band A++ to Band C. The choice is yours.

the environment
PVCu is a lot kinder to the planet than you might think. It’s very durable and products
made from it need replacing less frequently. At the end of a long life, PVCu products can
be easily recycled. In fact, a lot of our frames already contain recycled materials, but
don’t worry, there’s absolutely no compromise on appearance or performance. Because
maintenance is as simple as a wipe with a soapy cloth, there’s no painting or wood
preservative to worry about, and because PVCu is a good insulator, using it to make
windows helps to reduce your carbon emissions.
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easy does it
Few people enjoy spending a summer’s day painting window frames. With OutLook
balancing on a ladder with a paint-pot and brush is a thing of the past. These windows
are easy to maintain, simply wipe them down, clear any debris from the drainage
channels and lubricate the hinges and locking systems with light machine oil. With a tiny
bit of TLC, they’ll be trouble free and last for years, and years, and years!

trouble free
and easy
maintainance

british & brilliant
We’re proud of British manufacturing and technology and we’re doing what we can to
support British jobs. The designers behind OutLook understand British construction
methods and our architectural heritage. They’ve designed windows that are not only
quick and simple to install but which also look superb whilst coping with our gloriously
unpredictable weather.
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ten year
insurance
backed
guarantee

our promise
We’re committed to providing the best quality, high-performing, stylish, energy-efficient
and secure windows to our customers. We’re committed to ensuring a smooth, hassle
free and straightforward installation from our friendly team and we’re committed, 100%,
to your satisfaction.
We know a lot about windows and we’ll be ready with advice when you need it. Our
people are highly experienced and FENSA registered. Every component in an OutLook
window is of market-leading quality and all frames carry our ten-year, insurance-backed
guarantee.
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